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DESIGN

D
uring their time at college, Michael Oei and Rolf-Giso Heijkoop 
experienced too many fashion brands offering poor fitting clothes 
and an impersonal level of service. To solve this lack of quality and 
service, they started up their own brand in tailored fashion and in 
2008 launched Michael & Giso. Over the years, they are redefin-

ing the way European gentlemen are shopping by providing a personal and 
authentic experience, based on the needs of the individual. Michael & Giso’s 
private tailoring service is the next big step in custom-made fashion. And now, 
it is time for Asia to get introduced to this experience.

“Michael & Giso started from our own frustration” Michael explains. “We 
could never find shirts with a good fit. Too wide, too short. It always feels like 
you have to make a concession when you pull of a shirt from the rack.”
Michael & Giso is not a traditional fashion brand or retailer. The company is 
reinventing the entire retail industry by shortening the supply chain. Delivering 
custom-fit clothing with high quality service and personal attention that no 
other retailer can provide. Through their website, the company connects you 
with their own Private Tailor at no extra charges. The Tailor will meet you at 
home or in the office to take your measurements and introduce you to various 
fabrics and style options. You can choose from more than 1000 swatches of 
fabrics sourced directly from Italy. Their atelier will craft your shirt or suit by 
hand, based on your personal pattern, and within four weeks you will receive a 
shirt or suit that defines your style. Ready to re-order? You can easily login to 
the webstore (which has your measurements saved) or call your private tailor 
to get a personal advice.

“You can’t build a fashion brand and a relationship with your clients solely 
online,” said Michael. “We combine the online with an offline experience. The 
private tailor knows your taste, your style and your previous purchases. Our 
clients appreciate this high level of personal service.”

Asia is the next big step in this tailoring revolution. The company is planning 
to look for private tailors in Hong Kong, New Delhi, Bangkok and Singapore. 
Can’t wait to meet your own Private Tailor? Get on the list. • 

www.michael-giso.com

DO YOU REMEMBER THOSE ICONIC MOVIES 
SCENES WHERE THE WEALTHY FEW HAD THEIR 
OWN PRIVATE TAILOR? A LUXURIOUS SERVICE 
ISN’T IT? WHAT IF SUCH A HIGH LEVEL OF 
SERVICE COULD BECOME A STANDARD IN TERMS 
OF MEN’S FASHION?

 CUSTOM SUIT & SHIRT MAKING. REDEFINED. 

MICHAEL & GISO

NETHERLANDS
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DESIGN

T
he two architects first collaborated on the renovation projects of an 
exclusive villa in Monte Carlo and a luxury apartment in Milan. 
This was during Zakers time at the architect studio of Riva, a 
well-known jet society architect from Milan. Riva was involved in 
the creation of the exclusive shop interiors of the Italian fashion 

designer Gianfranco Ferré, and he is now collaborating with the famous jewel-
lery brand Vhernier, designing its exclusive boutiques.

Currently the group focuses on hand-picking a selection of different Italian 
furniture pieces to provide clients with the perfect selection of items, from 
lounge-sets to kitchen and office furniture. With a professional architectural 
and design vision and in collaboration with prominent producers and crafts-
man, the group provides clients with a high level of personalisation on items 
with the ultimate Italian grandeur and quality. • 

WHEN IT COMES TO DESIGN, ITALY IS 
RECOGNISED AS A WORLDWIDE TRENDSETTER 
AND LEADER, FROM INTERIOR TO FASHION 
AND FROM FURNITURE TO INDUSTRIAL DESIGN. 
THE MINGOTTI-ZAKER GROUP WAS FORMED 
IN ORDER TO OFFER CONSULTANCY AND 
SERVICES TO THOSE WHO ARE LOOKING FOR 
THAT ‘ITALIAN TOUCH’ WITHIN THEIR INTERIOR 
SPACES AND ‘ITALIAN STYLE’ TO THEIR 
FURNITURE. THE GROUP WAS FOUNDED BY THE 
ARCHITECTS ANDREAS MINGOTTI AND REZA 
ZAKER AND WORKS WITHIN AN INTERNATIONAL 
BODY OF EXPERTS IN THE FIELD OF FURNITURE 
AND INTERIOR DESIGN.

MINGOTTI-ZAKER 
GROUP

 ANDREA MINGOTTI 

(Udine, 1975) graduated in Architecture in 
2004 at IUAVin Venice. In 2005 he passed 
the Architectural Practice Examination. 
During and after his university studies he 
began planning and designing different 
executive and residential buildings show-
ing a great eye for detail and accuracy in 
selecting materials. In 2008 he started his 
collaboration with Ezio Riva. Recently, the 
architect has concluded the restructuring 
and design of various luxury apartments 
both in Italy and abroad (Milan, Venice, 
Lugano, Monaco, London).

 REZA ZAKER 

(Shiraz, 1987) graduated in Architecture in 
Yazd in 2009. In 2009 he started a master 
course in Architectural Engineering at the 
Polytechnic University of Milan. In 2011 he 
started his internship at Studio Riva where 
he continued to work for two more years, 
collaborating mainly with Andrea Mingotti.
Currently he is doing a Ph.D research 
project at the Polytechnic University of 
Catalonia (BarcelonaTech) on BIM systems 
(Building Information models) and IPD 
methods (integrated project delivery).

ITALY
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All successful business starts with exposure and brand awareness in international 
markets. Bring your company to a higher level, and let us display you and your 
company in our professional magazine to be seen by your target group.

Join Dutch Network Spain in their business magazine, and reach many readers  
and professional organisations in Spain and other European markets.

Dutch Network Spain is the biggest business network between the Netherlands  
and Spain. We bring you in contact with your fellow entrepreneurs and future  
clients, who see opportunities the way you do.

Why you should present your company in our magazine:

• By being in our magazine, you can find by new clients, new contacts and Dutch companies  
with whom to do business. DNS will help you grow your network and find the right match.  
Your new network will help your business grow.

• By being in our professional network, you will learn more about meetings, business training  
and seminars. You will be invited by the contacts that matter to help your business grow. 

• Who is this for? This is an opportunity for anybody who takes their business seriously and wants  
to be successful in international business, particularly for entrepreneurs and companies who want  
to be presented as a Dutch company in the international Spanish market.

• Dutch Network Spain works closely with all Dutch business clubs in Spain, including the 
Dutch Embassy Madrid, NBSO Barcelona, the Spanish Embassy in Den Haag and the 
Chamber of Commerce.

DNS works together with EuropeanLife magazine for more exposure in many distribution 
channels and social media platforms.

Especially for members of Dutch Network Spain

• An article created by the editor and designer
• Six months of promotion in the magazine and social media for your brand
• Your article in PDF format for you to share 
• A permanent copy of the magazine on EuropeanLife’s YouTube channel 
• All articles on EuropeanLife’s special website
• A promotion that reaches over 1 million people
• Price: €500 per page, ex. IVA (sold in two-page spreads)

Facts:

• More than 10,000 VIP mailing contacts
• Nine social media platforms worldwide posted 3 times a day
• Active website DNS and EuropeanLife
• Printed magazines to share at events
• Bloggers


